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1. 1NTRoDuCr10~ 
It is now well known that many, even quite small, rings can have large 
indecomposable modules or modules which have pathological decomposition 
properties. (For references, see [3].) The technique for obtaining such results 
is to construct modules with endomorphism rings of prescribed type. In this 
paper the technique is applied to rings with lattices of ideals satisfying a 
simple condition. However, the results obtained do not depend on the lattice 
condition since similar results hold for the integers (and other rings) which 
do not satisfy the condition. 
The present paper generalises a result of Dickson and Kelly [9]. These 
authors show that a ring R in which the identity has a decomposition 
1 = e, + e2 + ... + e, into orthogonal idempotents such that eiRei is a local 
ring (1 < i < n) and which has nondistributive lattice of ideals has, for each 
cardinal c < N, , indecomposable modules with minimal generating set of 
cardinal c. The work described here arose from a resemblance between certain 
structures occurring in the work of Dickson and Kelly and some which 
occur in the study of endomorphism algebras of a vector space with four or 
more distinguished subspaces [I]. 
The author is very grateful to Professors Dickson and Kelly for communi- 
cating their results prior to publication. In addition she thanks Professor 
E. R. Love and the University of Melbourne for their hospitality in the 
Mathematics Department of the University of Melbourne at the time this 
work was started. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We shall say that a ring R belongs to I(n), n > 2, if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
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CONDITION 1. R contains ideals P and Q and n + 1 ideals Ii , 
1 < i < n + 1 satisfying 
Ii n Ij = Q for all i # j, 
n+1 
and 
Iin 1 Ik=Q forall i#j. 
k#i,i 
(This means that R/Q contains n + 1 ideals every n of which has direct 
sum P/Q.) 
CONDITION 2. R contains a distinguished primitive idempotent e such that 
eRe is a local ring and Pe # 0. 
An important class of rings belonging to I(n) is the class of artinian (or, 
more generally, semiperfect) rings which satisfy Condition 1. 
If n = 2 then Condition 1 is precisely the condition that the lattice of 
ideals of R is nondistributive. The result of Dickson and Kelly mentioned 
in Section 1 may now be stated in the form 
IfRREI(2)andc<N,,, then there exists an indecomposable R-module with 
minimal generating set of cardinal c. 
We shall give an alternative proof of this result and also show that 
If R E I(n) with n 3 3, then 
(i) There exists an R-module with no indecomposable direct summand 
except 0, 
(ii) There exist indecomposable R-modules Me , M1 , Mz such that 
M,@M1-MO@M, but Ml T+ M,, 
so that the Krull-Schmidt theorem fails for R-modules, and 
(iii) For each integer q there exists an R-module M such that 
n,M N n,M if and only if n, = n,(mod q). 
(Here nM denotes the direct sum of n copies of M.) 
As indicated in Section 1 these results will be obtained from more general 
results concerning the endomorphism rings of R-modules, R E I(n). Suppose 
R EI(~) has distinguished idempotent e and Jacobson radical iV. Then 
S = Re/Ne is a simple R-module and therefore, by Schur’s lemma, its 
endomorphism ring is a skew field which we denote by K. 
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Suppose first that eRe splits over eNe and that eNe is nilpotent. Let I/ 
be a left vector space over k and 7 = {TV : 1 < i < 71 - l} be a set of 
endomorphisms of V. We shall show that there exists an R-module M 
such that the endomorphism ring end,(M) of M is isomorphic to a split 
extension of a nilpotent ideal by the cornmutant C(T) = {p E end,(V): PT~ = 
-rip, 1 < i < n - l> of 7 in end,(V). A slight modification of some results of 
[2] shows that, if E is any finitely or countably generated R-algebra, then, 
provided n > 3, P- may be chosen so that C(T) N l?. Corner [4, 6, 71 has 
shown how to choose k-algebras E in order to establish (i), (ii) and (iii) 
above. 
More generally, it is possible to obtain a result which implies the above 
when eRe splits over eNe. Let A be a ring which has a nonzero homomorphic 
image in eRe (strictly, in a quotient of eRe by a suitable ideal). Let V be a 
free left A-module and 7 = {TV : 1 < i < n - 1) be a set of endomorphisms 
of 17. Denote by oi , 1 < i < n - 1, the endomorphism of S @JA V defined by 
for all s E S, zI E V, 
and let cr = (ui : I < i < n - l}. Th en, if eNe is nilpotent there exists an 
R-module iv1 with end,(M) isomorphic to an extension of a nilpotent ideal by 
C(a), the commutant of a in end,(S ma V). If eNe is not nilpotent then the 
following weaker result holds: There is an R-module A4 and a homomorphism 
@: end,(M) + C(o) such that ker /2 contains no proper idempotents (and, for 
suitable choice of A or 7, ,G is surjective). In either case, if C(a) contains no 
proper idempotents, &I is indecomposable. A simple choice of 7 = {pi} (for 
n = 2) leads to the result of Dickson and Kelly. In order to complete the 
proofs of (i), (ii) and (iii) in the nonsplit case it is necessary to examine 
C(a) and Corner’s algebras rather more closely. 
3. MODIFICATION OF THE LATTICE CONDITION 
Let R E I(n) and use the notation of Conditions 1 and 2. Since we are 
going to be interested in endomorphism rings of R-modules (and since an 
R/Q-module is an R-module with the same endomorphism ring) we may, by 
passing to R/Q if necessary, always assume Q = 0. Thus Condition 1 may be 
replaced by 
CONDITION 1’. R contains an ideal P and n + 1 ideals Ii , 1 < i < n + 1, 
satisfying 
n+1 
for all j. 
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It then follows, since PIj = eigj IiIj = 0, that P2 = 0 and so PC N, 
the Jacobson radical of R. Also, each element x,+r E I,+1 can be expressed 
uniquely in the form x,+r = cb, xi , xi E Ii . This establishes R-bimodule 
isomorphisms si : In+l ---f Ii , x,+~ t+ xi (1 < i < n). Since Pe # 0, fi 
induces a left R-, right eRe-module isomorphism ti : I,,+,e -+ lie. Also 
Pe = @YE, lie = &, <iIn+le. 
4. THE ‘SPLIT' CASE 
We consider first, because of its simplicity, the case when eRe splits over 
eNe and eNe is nilpotent. 
THEOREM 1. Let R E I(n) have distinguished idempotent e and Jacobson 
radical N. Suppose that eRe splits over eNe and that eNe is nilpotent. 
Let V be a left vector space over the skew$eld k = end,(RelNe) and 
7 = {ri : 1 < i < n - l} be a set of endomorphisms of V. Then there exists an 
R-module M with endomorphism ring end,(M) isomorphic to a split extension 
of a nilpotent ideal by C(T), the commutant of 7 in end,(V). 
Proof. We assume, as usual, that R satisfies Condition 1’. 
Since eRe splits over eNe, end,(Re) E eRe N k @ eNe. Hence Re is a 
right vector space over k. Thus we may form X = Re & V. Let Y be the 
R-submodule of X generated by 
where 7, is the identity on V and ii , 1 < i < n, are the isomorphisms defined 
in Section 3. We shall show that M = X/Y has the required properties. 
Any endomorphism of X can be expressed uniquely in the form 1 Ok p + v, 
where 1 is the identity of k, p E end,(V) and v E hom,(X, NX). Thus there 
is a surjection EL: end,(X) + end,(V), 1 &p + v + p, with kernel 
hom,(X, NX). 
The k-subspace I,+,eNe of I,+,e is not equal to I,+,e (because eNe is nil- 
potent) and so, if 1 Ok p + v maps Y into itself, then p E C(T). 
Since X is projective, 0 E end,(M) can be lifted to 0 E end,(X) which is 
unique modulo hom,(X, Y) C hom,(X, NX). Thus p induces a homomorph- 
ism $ end,(M) -+ C(T) with kernel contained in hom,(M, NM) and there- 
fore nilpotent. If p E C(T), then 1 @ p maps Y to Y and so induces an endo- 
morphism 0(p) of M which clearly satisfies /%9(p) = p. Hence @ is surjective 
and splits. 
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Thus end,(M) is isomorphic to a split extension of a nilpotent ideal by 
C(7). 
We shall now show that, if n > 2 and E is a k-algebra with a finite or 
countably infinite set of generators each of which commutes with k, then we 
can choose V and T so that C(r) NE. The argument will be made in two 
steps. 
LEMMA 1. Let W be a left k-vector space and v = {v, : a: E 21) be a finite 
or countably in$nite set of endomorphisms of W. Then there exists a left k-vector 
space V and endomorphisms 71 and 72 of V such that the commutant C(rl , r2) 
of or and 72 in end,(V) is isomorphic to the commutant C(v) of v in end,(W). 
Proof. Let V be the direct sum of 3 + 1 G! 1 copies of W and rfl : II+ V 
be monomorphisms such that 
3 ,- ! d I 
Define endomorphisms pi and 72 of V by 
Then it is easy to verify that 
C(71 , T2) !2! C(v). 
LEMMA 2. Let E be a k-algebra generated over k by a Jinite or countably 
infinite set y = {ye : c1 E &‘} of elements each of which commutes with k. Then 
there exists a left k-vector space V and endomorphisms 71 , 72 of V such that 
(771 3 TJ ‘u E. 
Proof. Let Y, be the endomorphism of the left vector space E induced 
by right translation by 'ya , 01 E .d. In the proof of Lemma 1, take W = E 
andv = {va : 01 E &‘}. Then since the ring of left vector space endomorphisms 
of E which commute with right translation by each element of y is isomorphic 
to E, the lemma is proved. 
We have now established 
THEOREM 2. Let R satisfy the conditions of Theorem I with n >, 3 and 
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let k = end,(Re/Ne). Let E be a k-algebra generated over k by a finite or 
countably injnite set of elements each of which commutes with k. Then there 
exists an R-module M with end,(M) isomorphic to a split extension of a 
nilpotent ideal by E. 
In order to obtain the results (i), (ii) and (iii) of Section 2 for the rings 
discussed in this section it is only necessary to verify that algebras with 
suitable properties can be defined over skewfields. Corner [4,6,7] has shown 
that this is so for fields and it is not hard to see that his constructions can be 
extended to skewfields. This point will be discussed further in a wider 
context in Section 6. 
5. THE GENERAL CASE 
If eRe does not split over eNe there is no natural action of k = end,(Re/Ne) 
on Re. It would be possible to parallel the construction of Section 4 by taking 
I/’ to be a left eRe-module and forming Re BeRe V. However, this does not 
reduce to the previous situation in the split case. The construction which 
follows is a common generalisation of these two extremes. 
Suppose that R eI(n) satisfies Condition 1’ and has distinguished idem- 
potent e. Let A be a ring with nonzero homomorphic image in eRe so that 
Re and S = Re/Ne may be regarded as right A-modules. Let V be a free 
left A-module and 7 = {TV : 1 < i < n - l} be a set of endomorphisms of 





where li , 1 < i < n are the isomorphisms defined in Section 3 and Q-* is the 
identity on V. Let M = X/Y. 
Since V is free, X is projective. Hence the natural map of X onto S @A V, 
which has kernel NX, induces a surjection p: end,(X) ---f end,(S BA V) 
with kernel hom,(X, NX). 
Let oi , 1 < i < n - 1, be the endomorphism of S @A V defined by 
Ui(S @A v) = s @gA v-iv for all s E S, VE V, 
and write o = {ui : 1 < i < n - l}. Let C(o) be the cornmutant of (z in 
end,(S @A V). 
LEMMA 3. The map p induces a homomorphism p: end,(M) -+ C(o). The 
kernel of @ contains no proper idempotents; it is nilpotent if eNe is nilpotent. 
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Proof. Let {V* : CY E .&‘} be a basis of V. Then, for 1 < i < n - 1 and 
CxEd, 
where ~~~~ E A and 7iaB = 0 except for a finite set of p’s Similarly, if 
4 E end,(X), for all 01 E ,d 
where &a E R and 4aP = 0 except for a finite set of p’s. 
The condition that 4 maps Y into Y and so induces an endomorphism of 
M is, for 1 < i < n - 1 and 01, /3 E-d, 
where diaB denotes the image of 7iaB E A in eRe. 
Denote by rr the natural map of Re on S and let .F = re so that 
S = {a~: a E R). Since eRe is local and e is primitive, 
,(a E eRe: In+la = 0} = {O}. 
Hence, if #J satisfies (1) then, for 1 .<, i < n -- 1, (Y E c,&, 
and so &J E C(a). Thus p induces a homomorphism /i: end,(M) + C(a). 
The kernel of ii; is contained in hom,(M, NM) and so is nilpotent if eNe 
is nilpotent. The fact that, in any case, ker fi contains no proper idempotents 
follows immediately from the two following lemmas, which are well-known 
results of module theory (and are stated with the notation required for 
application here). 
LEMMA 4. Let X’ be a projective R-module and Y be a submodule contained 
in PX, where the ideal P of R satisfies P 2 = 0. Then any idevnpotent endomorph- 
ism of M = X/Y can be lifted to an idempotent endomorphism of A-. 
LEMMA 5. Let N be an ideal of the ring R and X an R-module such that, 
for every nonzero direct summand Z of X, NZ f 2. If 0 E end,(X) is idem- 
potent and 0X C NX, then 0 = 0. 
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Lemma 3 implies that, if C( o contains no proper idempotents, then M is ) 
indecomposable. We shall see later that it is sufficient to establish the result 
of Dickson and Kelly (for I(n)-rings with n 3 2). However, in order to 
establish the stronger results which hold for n > 3 it is necessary to have 
b surjective. Lemmas 6 and 8 establish sufficient conditions for this to hold, 
and Lemmas 7 and 9 show that these conditions can be realised. 
LEMMA 6. If I,,+,eNe = 0, then $ is surjective. 
Proof. Use the notation of the proof of Lemma 3. Let p E end,(S BA I’). 
Then, for all 01 E &, 
where pilB E R and pa0 = 0 except for a finite set of fl’s. 
Then, if p E C(u), 
& 4%efhe - epnsefisy) = 0, for 1 <i<n-1 and or,y~&. 
Hence I,+,eNe = 0 implies that the pDIB satisfy (1) and so p” E end,(X) defined 
by 
P(e @A vJ = 1 eme @A ve for all a E &, 
Bed 
induces p* E end,(M) which satisfies Cz,* = p. Hence @ is surjective. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that, for some integer t, In+,e C PeNt-le but 
I,+,e Q PeNte. Let R’ = RIPeNt, N’ = NIPeN” (so that N’ is the radical of 
R’) and e’, Ii’ (1 < i < n + 1) be the images of e, Ii (1 < i < 11 + l), 
respectively, in R’. Then {Ii/e’: 1 < i < n + l} is a set of isomorphic nonzero 
left R’-, right e’R’e’-modules with pairwise intersection 0, and Ii+,e’N’e’ = 0. 
Proof. The map t;i’: I;,, e’ -+ I,‘e’ induced by ti (1 < i < n) is clearly a 
module homomorphism. Since Iie = I,e/I,eNte (1 < i < n + 1) and 
.&lieNte = I,+,eNte (1 < i < n), it follows that cs’ is an isomorphism. The 
condition I,,+,e Q PeNte implies I ,+,e’ # 0, and I,+,e C PeNt-l implies 
In+leNe C PeNt-leNe C PeNte so that Ih,,e’N’e’ = 0. 
Lemma 7 implies that, if R E I(n) has nilpotent Jacobson radical N (in 
particular, if R is Artinian) it is always possible to assume that the condition 
of Lemma 6 is satisfied. 
If eRe splits over eNe and A = K, then C(a) N C(T) and it is not necessary 
to assume that In+leNe = 0 in order to prove $ is surjective. For suitable 
choices of T or A it is possible that a generalisation of C(g) N C(T) holds 
and implies that fl is surjective. 
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As in the proof of Lemma 3, let 71 be the natural map of Re onto S and 
let F := re. Let k aA C(T) be the subring of end,(S aA V) generated by 
($J: 3K E k, p E C(T) such that #~(5 &la U) -= ~ti @)A pv, for all v E VI. 
Clearly k 0, C(T) C C(u). 
LEMMA 8. If k $A C(T) = C(U), then F is surjective. 
Proof. Let K E/Z, p E C(T). Since Re is projective, K may be lifted to 
I? E end,(Re). Then $ E end,(X) defined by 
#(e @lA v) = Ke oA pv for all v E V 
maps Y into Y and so induces an endomorphism O(K, p) of M. Clearly 
@e(‘G P) = K @A P. 
COROLLARY. If the natural map from eRe onto k induces a homomorphism 
from iz onto k, then C; is surjective. 
Proof. If d maps onto k, then any element 4 E end,(S @JA V) can be 
written in the form 1 @)A p, where p E end,(V). Hence C(a) C k &)A C(T). 
The following easily verified result shows that the condition of Lemma 8 
may be satisfied irrespective of the choice of d. 
LEMMA 9. If V has a jinite or countable basis (v,Y : OL E .d) and 71 is defined 
by 
\o 
T1v* = fv,,, 
if ~ .d ~ = n < N,, and LY. = n 
other&e, 
then C(a) = k a’A C(T) and C(a) contains no proper idempotents. 
The following generalisation of Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence 
of Lemmas 3 and 8. 
THEOREM 3. Let R E I(n) have distinguished idempotent e and Jacobson 
radical N. Let S = RelNe and k = end,(S). Let A be a ring with nonzero 
homomorphic image in eRe, V be a free left A-module and 
7 = {TV : 1 < i < n - I] 
be a set of endomorphisms of V. Denote by o the set {1 GJA 7i : 1 < i < n - 1) 
of endomorphisms of S @)A V. Then, if C(a) = k @ C(T), there exists an 
R-module M and a surjection @: end,(M) + C(a) such that kerfi contains no 
proper idempotents. 
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We continue to follow the pattern of Section 4 and now state generalisations 
of Lemmas 1 and 2. (The proofs are trivial modifications of the proofs of 
Lemmas 1 and 2.) 
LEMMA 10. Let W be a free left A-module and Y = {v~ : OL E &‘} be aJinite 
or countably infinite set of endomorphisms of W. Let p be the set 
b4Y = 1 @A va : 01 E sZ} of endomorphisms of S @Ja W. Then there exists a free 
left A-module V and endomorphisms r1 and 72 of V such that C(T~ , TV) N C(v) 
and C(q , u2) N C(p), where u1 and o2 are the endomorphisms 1 @A r1 and 
1 @A 7-a of s @gA v. 
LEMMA 11. Let E be an A-algebra which is free as a left A-module and 
generated over A by a finite or countably ir$nite set {yor : a: E G’} of elements 
each of which commutes with the elements of A. Then there exists a free left 
A-module V and endomorphisms 71 and 72 of V such that C(rl , r2) z E. 
Theorem 3, the corollary to Lemma 8 and Lemmas 10 and 11 imply the 
following generalisation of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let R E I(n) with n > 3 have distinguished idempotent e and 
Jacobson radical N. Let k = end,(Re/Ne) and A be a ring with homomorphic 
image in eRe such that the natural map of eRe onto k induces a map of A onto k. 
Let E be an A-algebra which satis$es the conditions of Lemma 11. Then there 
exists an R-module M and a surjection /i: end,(M) + k aA E such that ker $ 
contains no proper idempotents. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
(a) (Dickson and Kelly) If R eI(2) and c < No , then there exists an 
indecomposable R-module with minimal generating set of cardinal c. 
Proof. Take n = 2 in Lemma 3 and let 7r be the endomorphism defined 
in Lemma 9. 
It is interesting to note that, if we take A = eRe, we obtain the same 
modules as those constructed by Dickson and Kelly. 
(b) We shall now obtain the results stated in Section 2 by choosing suitable 
algebras E in Theorem 4. 
(i) If R E I(n), n 3 3, there exists an R-module M which has no indecom- 
posable direct summands except 0. 
Proof. In Theorem 4 take A = eRe and E to be Corner’s algebra generated 
by the countable set of idempotents {e, : r EQ+}, where Q+ is the positive 
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rationals, which satisfy e,es = emax(r,s) and commute with the elements of 
A. ‘Then E contains no primitive idempotents and so neither does end,(M), 
where M is the R-module whose existence is asserted in Theorem 4. 
(ii) If R E I(n), n > 3, there exists indecomposable R-modules MO , Ml , 
.I!, suck that 
Proof. We shall adapt a construction used, for a similar purpose, by 
Corner and Crawley [7]. 
Let A be a ring with no proper idempotents and A[t] be the polynomial 
ring in a single indeterminate t which commutes with the elements of il. 
Let E be the A-algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over iz[t] of the form 
i 2:: 
(1 - t"lf12 
a -(- (1 - t”)fzz ! ’ 
where fij E A[t] and a E il. Then as shown in [7], 
satisfy X~.X = x and yxy == y so that f = XJ and g = y-v are isomorphic 
idempotents. However, 1 - f and 1 --- g are nonisomorphic. Also f, g, 1 -f 
and 1 --g are primitive. (Corner and Crawley consider the case A = Z. 
Butler [3] has considered the case when A is a field.) 
If we now take A = eRe we deduce easily, from Theorem 4 and the above, 
the existence of the required R-modules. 
(iii) If R E I(n), n ;s 3, and q is a positive integer then there exists an 
R-module M such that n,M ‘v n,M if and only ;f nl : na (mod 2). 
Proof. It is first necessary to modify another construction due to Corner 
[4, 61. Corner [6] shows that if K is a commutative ring and q is a positive 
integer, then there exists a K-algebra d such that n,B ‘v n,b if and only if 
n, _ n,(mod 4). He does this by a method which can be rewritten as a 
construction of & for the case when K is a field, and the proof is completed 
by noting that a commutative ring can be mapped homomorphically onto a 
field. 
In the form described here Corner’s construction can be carried through 
for a skew-field (and, indeed, somewhat more generally). It follows that, if 
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A can be mapped homomorphically onto a skew-field, then for each integer 
4 there exists an A-algebra d with the property 
n,b N n,b if and only if n1 = n,(mod q). 
The algebra & may not, however, satisfy the condition of Lemma 11. For 
this reason we construct (following Corner [4]) the A-algebra E generated by 
elements 01~ , /3i , 1 < i < Q + 1, which commute with the elements of A 
and satisfy 
/3& = I:, ;; i ; f 
and 
Then M&& = 01~ and /3ic& = /3$ so that jIiai = 1 and & are isomorphic 
idempotents. Since E can be mapped into B it follows that, if e, , e2 ,..., e, 
are idempotents of E which are isomorphic to the identity and such that 
1 = CT=, ei , then n = l(mod 4). 
The required result now follows from Theorem 4 by choosing A = eRe 
and E as above. 
7. REMARKS AND EXAMPLICS 
The “prescribed part” E of the endomorphism rings of modules con- 
structed in this paper is necessarily countably generated. This is a consequence 
of the construction used in Lemma 1 (which is a modification of a construc- 
tion used in [I]). The earlier papers referred to in the Introduction contain 
results similar to Theorems 2 and 4 in which the algebra E is only required 
to be generated by a set of cardinal less that the first strongly inaccessible 
cardinal. These results all rest on a theorem due to Corner [8]. 
Such stronger results have been obtained in [2] for the modular group rings 
of 2, x 2, , p 3 3 and 2, x 2, x 2, (which belong to I(3)) and the mod- 
ular group ring of 2, x 2, (which does not belong to I(3)). The methods of 
the present paper are simpler than those of [2] and for a given (countably 
generated) E give smaller modules (over the group rings in I(3)). 
Dickson and Kelly point out that their result applies to the ring with 8 ele- 
ments generated over the field of 2 elements by indeterminates x and y 
satisfying x2 = y2 = xy = 0. Theorem 2 (and therefore (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Section 2) applies to the ring with 16 elements generated over the field of 
two elements by x, y, z satisfying x2 = y2 = z2 = xy = yz = zx = 0 ! 
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